
this will be a boring poem   there will be no raping 

of blk body/bone   no bullet in boy/ 
girl   but   there will be blood    
 

so this poem will be normal   chicago 
in its root   a squad car will race  
up its vacant lot   & a tree will stop a child  
in the middle of their running for mayor  

of 16th & karlov    
 
the words will be in schoolbook english    
& will assume the schoolbook will be new   & full  
of colored pictures/people   with cabrini & greens  
in their memories   this poem won’t be an eye-witness  
account of anything a sandburg could filter through language   

or request a marshall or ewing or woods to translate 
      into brook-ah-nese 
 

there will be no bricks in this poem   this poem will be all net 
& glory   jobs for people who don’t read or understand enjambment  
to be anything literary    no one will exit 
 
this poem blacker & newer   or fresher & more  
alive   i will be after its last line 

no better man or observer &/or lover of bland black  
letters on pages set out to make me easier  

to digest   inside the cannon of whiteness & tradition 
this poem may curd itself a cheese for crackers  or burgers    
purchased in shops where the nice women run to 
with their reusable bags folded neatly inside fanny packs  
next to visas & mastercards that need no prayer to work 

 
i wonder if i like the earth as much as they do 
when i am standing behind them   just breathing 
& reusable bag-less   pondering on all the “guinea” sense 
it makes to keep purchasing bags that are weak & ready 
to rip   remembering the days they were strong & free 

 

this poem will count all the seven cents spent on weaker bags 
& make no mention of how the color in houses neighboring these shops  
change & make everything cost too much for the old neighbors 
who never knew that lettuce came in so many names 
 
arugula will end this poem   instead of some jarring image 
or name of somebody who starts out dead in the breaking  
new-story   there will be no ending in a negro hum     

no why lord  why  
 

this poem will want no answer from god   


